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Combat 2017

Information:

Name: Combat

Theme: Combat Adventure

Production year: 2017

Type: Solid State (SS)

Features:

1 playfield

4 flippers
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3 pop bumpers

4 eject holes

2 kickback lanes

2 ramps

2-bank spot targets (3)

2-bank drop targets (2)

3-bank spot targets (1)

4-bank drop targets (1)
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Title: Zaccaria Pinball - Combat 2017 Table
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Magic Pixel Kft.
Release Date: 10 Mar, 2017
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Not a bad game but playing it even on expert made me sleepy. 2casual4me. Cute Achievements though.. Good indie arcade
shooter.

+Fun and fairly short.
+Repetitive levels don't feel grindy
+scoreboard + rank displayed after each mission motivates player.
+neat cut scene style

-Interface gotchas:
tutorial repeats infinitely without warning
game changed from nightmare to easy mode halfway through without notification?. I bought the original game and DLC The
Karp of Doom ( Digitall Collector's Edition) couple of months ago but i did not receive the DLC , but i only can play original
game, it says that i dont have DLC ingame , but it appears in steam library. Don't buy the DLC, It is not working.. Overall I do
like the game. Gameplay/graphics wise it reminds me of old school PS2 games. The fun factor is through the roof. Flying
around at high speed and carving up an enemy like tur-duc-ken is a blast.
That having been said I have some gripes and warnings for people going to play it.
The default settings are horrible. Added bonus it wouldn't let me edit some of the settings in config until the 3rd time I opened
it. No idea why. If it doesn't let you set it to full screen under config->HUD just play a bit in horrible windowed mode and come
back to it later, or close and re-open a couple times.
The controls for mouse/keyboard are horrible. I considered returning it for that alone but then I connected my xbox 360
controller and blinked and the sun was coming up.... so yeah... use a controller. I don't think this game was made with
mouse/keyboard in mind despite the menus.
Lastly I almost think the multiplayer tag should be removed. It doesn't take long to "unlock" multiplayer. With that said when I
tried to go into the multi-player area it said steam was offline so I couldn't. It most certainly wasn't. So I'll have to look up that
error.
But even as a single player game when I was expecting a multi-player game I have thoroughly enjoyed it and wasted far more
time than I should have. :-D. Really decent game at a very low price. It's just really dumb that the player can't pick up weapons
of dead enemies.. I just love this game. I remember downloading the demo this as a child and playing this for hours. Even
though the game can be unvorgiving - it's still challenging fun! And probably the best thing about this game is the soundtrack! I
love it! Years later and not playing it, I can still remember every single note combined with that griddy announcer "GET
READY". This ist just pure nostalgia but I'd still recomennd it because it's such fun. It's simple, doesn't ake a lot of time, and it
feels so satisfying!
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trash game, with trash developers.. IT S GOOD
. Abandoned.

Nothing more to say.. !!!WARNING!!!

This game is DEFINITELY not recommended. It downloads files from random file-share sites so you'll never be sure it's secure
(man-in-the-middle-sharing). ATM 3 of the links game gives, those site's don't work. This is a malware program, not a cool
alternate experience game.

This game should not be on Steam.. Cute, Fun, and easy. Manages to be short and sweet without getting annoying.. Honestly
might be my least favourite nancy drew game, and I've been playing them since the start. While the idea behind playing multiple
characters is nice, it doesn't really feel nessicary, and the fact taht you have to go through Nancy for every switch is tedious.
The game is majorly lacking in any sense of adventure or even mystery. There's nothing really at risk, and that plus the very
VERY dull setting makes me actually regret the buy.
There is also no awesome food-related minigame that i've found.. An excellent RPG Maker adventure game.
High replay value. Many endings, each deserving a partially or totally different playthrough. A gold nugget, especially for
achievement hunters looking for challenge.
Nice music, very appropriate.
Last but not least, a very good and captivating story.
Do not hesitate to buy and give it a try !!
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